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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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1. Traceability of Computed Tomography for Geometric
Measurement

Computed Tomography is a much-diffused diagnostic tech-
nique in medicine. Starting from a series of X-ray projections
of an object taken from different directions, and applying a back
projection algorithm [1] to these projections, it can reconstruct
a voxel representation of the measuring volume in terms of lo-
cal X-ray absorption (approximately proportional to the local
density). In the ’80s, the technique has been applied for non
destructive testing in industry [2]. In recent years, this same
technique has begun to spread in industry also for the metrolog-
ical inspection of components [3,4]. There are several reasons
for this success. With the use of CT, metrologists are finally
allowed to inspect the inner surfaces of components. In fact,
there are many mechanical components whose functionality is
guaranteed by inner cavities. Traditional coordinate measuring
systems rely on either contact probes, imaging probing systems,
or optical distance sensors: with this kind of sensor the only
way to access these cavities is to physically cut the component,
which usually turns into a destructive test of the part. The use
of CT solves this problem: if it is possible to segment the mea-
suring volume in the portions constituting the scanned object
and the surrounding medium, and then to identify the bound-
ary between the component and the medium filling the cavities
(usually air), it is possible to measure geometric characteristics
on this boundary. CT can solve also other issues in metrology:
for example, it is not affected by the presence of undercut sur-
faces, which can be difficult to reach even if external. Finally,

with the introduction of micro- and nano-focus X-ray sources,
CT has become suitable even for the measurement of micro-
mechanical components [5].

The problem of the traceability of CT scanners has been ad-
dressed by several authors. Kruth et al. in their discussion
about the the use of CT for dimensional metrology [3] gave
a good review of these approaches. Here we will try to update
this review; for additional details on the subject, the reader is
addressed to the cited paper.

Two main streams of research deal with traceability of CT
scanners: research on CT measurement uncertainty [6–14], and
research on CT scanners performance verification and calibra-
tion. Only the second is discussed here, as it is the sole related
to the subject of the paper.

Testing the performance of CT scanners and calibrating them
tries instead to solve in part the traceability problem a priori by
demonstrating the degree of traceability of the measurements at
least on one or more reference artifacts. In practice, procedures
are developed to set the geometric parameters of the CT scan-
ner, and to verify the global accuracy of the system. In the last
years, several authors proposed novel artifacts and procedures
for the calibration of various CT scan parameters. For exam-
ple, Lifton et al. [15,16] proposed a reference workpiece for
the voxel size correction, which reduces the dimensional mea-
surement error. However, the authors claim that some random
error is anyway present, and that the improvement of accuracy
is guaranteed only when dimensions are threshold independent.
Shi et al. [17] and Fujimoto et al. [18] also proposed artifacts
and calibration methods. Müller et al. [19] proposed three dif-
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Fig. 1. Two-sphere artifact scheme for the evaluation of the structural resolu-
tion.

2. Performance testing of CT scanners

Our experience includes the testing for two CT scanners: an
EidoSolutions ME 225 CNC (a large volume scanner, originally
developed for non-destructive testing) and an NSI X25 (a mi-
crofocus CT scanner). As the ME 225 CNC was not originally
developed metrology, the manufacturer did not state any per-
formance indication for it; however, he was interested in under-
standing the actual performance of its system. The manufac-
turer of the NSI X25 did not state any maximum permissible
error for these parameters, in a discussion he suggested the val-
ues PF,MPE = 6 µm and PS,MPE = 2 µm were reasonable for an
NSI X25 scanner.

The next few paragraphs describe our results and considera-
tions.

2.1. Probing error test

The probing error test of the ME 225 CNC was originally
conducted on a calibrated Ø25 mm ceramic sphere. The pa-
rameters for the probing error were estimated equal to:

• PF = 68.1 µm
• PS = −104.9 µm

The uncertainty of the test was estimated equal to 0.2 µm ac-
cording to the ISO/TS 23165 standard [31].

The test on the NSI X25 instead was conducted adopting a
5 mm ceramic sphere, as the measuring volume of this system
was significantly smaller than the measuring volume of the ME
225 CNC, and we were interested in the micro CT performance.
The results were:

• PF = 2.2 µm
• PS = 9.0 µm

The uncertainty of the test was estimated equal to 0.8 µm. It is
worth noting that, in this case, the test was not passed, due to
the high value of PS.

In both cases the measurement procedures and results analy-
sis were agreed with expert operators of the systems who were
also personnel of the manufacturers of the scanners. What
emerges from the results presented so far is that the PS param-

Fig. 2. Two-sphere artifact for the probing error test.

eter seems more critical than the PF parameter. This is coun-
terintuitive: in fact, the former comes from the diameter of the
sphere estimated on 25 measuring points. As such, an aver-
aging effect of measurement errors is expected, and the eval-
uation of the diameter should be accurate. The same averag-
ing effect is not present in PF, which is a peak-to-valley value.
This is coherent with the statement of NSI, according to which
PF,MPE > PS,MPE. The reason for this result should be looked
for elsewhere.

To understand better the reason of this result, the test was
conducted again but this time on a new artifact constituted by a
couple of Ø5 mm ceramic spheres (Figure 2). The two spheres
were located at different height in order to avoid reciprocal in-
fluence during the scan.

After the measurement, an intermediate step was added to
the measurement procedure: the iso value for the segmentation
of the voxel volume has been chosen so that the fitted diameter
of one of the two spheres (actually the top one) was as close as
possible to the calibrated diameter of the sphere itself. Then,
the PF and PS parameters were evaluated on the other sphere.
With this procedure, the results for the ME 225 CNC were:

• PF = 29.4 µm
• PS = −30.5 µm

In addition, for the NSI X25 the results were:

• PF = 3.0 µm
• PS = 2.2 µm

These values show that, with a correct choice of the thresh-
old for the extraction of the iso surface, a better performance of
the machines can be estimated.

2.2. Length measurement error test

The results obtained for the probing error test also reflects
on the results of the length measurement error test. In fact, the
length measurement error can be evaluated, in absolute value,
as |E| = |Lka − Lkr + PS| + PF. It is apparent that an incorrect
evaluation of PS can lead to an overestimation of this error.

To test the length measurement error, two artifacts were de-
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ferent methods, based respectively on a reference artifact (ball
plate), on the measurement of some part of the workpiece with
a conventional measuring system (e.g. a coordinate measuring
machine), and on a correction database. The work is completed
by the evaluation of the measurement uncertainty of the three
approaches, which are found to be similar. Recently Ferrucci et
al. [20] began to study the geometric error compensation of CT
scanners. This approach in principle should both improve mea-
surement accuracy and ease performing CT scans, thus making
CT measurement easier to apply in an industrial environment.

Performance verification consists instead in the definition of
some test that, if passed, certifies a machine can guarantee some
metrological performance. Several tests procedure have been
proposed in past years:

• Müller et al. [21] propose the measurement of a simple
ruby ball plate, which can be calibrated by means of a co-
ordinate measuring machine;
• Welkenhuyzen et al. [22] studied in particular the problem

of the verification of an high voltage CT scanner by means
of a “forest of styli” reference artifact;
• a simple artifact constituted by four alumina balls shaped

as a tetrahedron is proposed by Léonard et al. [23] as ref-
erence artifact. The authors claim that “a sub-voxel accu-
racy was achieved with errors as small as 1/10 of a voxel
obtained for the size error”.

However, performance verification should be always performed
according to some procedure recognized in international stan-
dards [23], but these standards have not been published yet, and
the discussion on them is still ongoing [24]. In perspective, the
publication of the ISO 10360-11 standard, which will be part
of the ISO 10360 series of standards [25] devoted to the per-
formance verification of coordinate measuring systems (CMS),
will solve this situation. However, at preset there is no rec-
ognized international standard. The most considered standard
for the verification of the performance of CT scanners is the
VDI/VDE 2617 part 13 [26]. This standard includes probing
error, length measurement error, structural resolution tests, and
influence of the material (which will not be addressed in this
paper).

1.1. Tests in the VDI/VDE 2617 part 13

The test for the probing error is based on the measurement
of a calibrated reference sphere. The sphere is scanned, the
scan is segmented, and a predefined pattern of 25 points is ex-
tracted from the segmentation. A gaussian sphere fits this cloud
of points. The test result includes PF and PS, which are respec-
tively the range of the distances between any of the 25 points
and the center of the gaussian sphere, and the difference be-
tween the diameter of the gaussian sphere and the calibrated
diameter of the reference sphere. To state that the machine
conforms to the specifications these two parameters must be
smaller than the corresponding “maximum permissible errors”
PF,MPE and PS,MPE (considering the test uncertainty). There are
two reason for which only 25 points are considered in the es-
timation of the gaussian sphere. In fact usually from a single
CT scan several thousands of points could be extracted. First,
the test must be coherent with the test for single-stylus prob-
ing coordinate measuring machines defined in the ISO 10360-5

standard [27], which considers the same pattern of 25 points,
and was the first probing error test to be defined. Second, if a
large cloud of points is taken, the chance an outlying point is
found increases dramatically, leading to the risk of an overesti-
mation of PF.

The test for the length measurement error instead involves
the measurement of five calibrated material standards of size
spanning seven positions within the measuring volume of the
scanner, and each standard at each position must be measured
three times. In the past many authors proposed different solu-
tion for the artifact representing the calibrated material standard
[3,21,22]; most solutions are constituted by arrays of calibrated
spheres. The measured size is then compared to the calibrated
size of the artifact. When the length measurement error is ver-
ified for contact coordinate measuring systems, only a couple
of points shall be probed, and their reciprocal distance mea-
sured [28]. This way, the length measurement error includes
the probing error. When spheres are measured by means of a
CT scanner, usually the distance between the centers of a cou-
ple of spheres is considered instead. The averaging effect of the
fitting of the spheres eliminates, or at least mitigates, the impact
of the probing error on the length error, making the test result
not comparable to the same test result for the reference case of
contact measurement. Furthermore, if the center of the spheres
is considered, the impact of the segmentation of the CT scan on
the length measurement error is mitigated, due to the symmet-
rical geometry of the spheres. As such, the VDI/VDE 2617 part
13 suggests that the length measurement error is calculated as
|E| = |Lka − Lkr + PS| + PF, where Lka and Lkr are respectively
the measured and calibrated length of the material standard. It
is worth noting that this definition of E makes it dependent on
PF and PS, while in the typical tests defined in the ISO 10360
for coordinate measuring machines the results of the respective
test are kept independent. Again, these errors must be com-
pared with the maximum permissible error EMPE (considering
the uncertainty).

The structural resolution test involves the use of calibrated
spheres: the structural resolution equals the diameter of the
smallest sphere that can be measured. However, tiny spheres
are difficult to source and use when high resolution scanners
are considered. A procedure proposed by Carmignato et al.
[29] is considered in this paper instead. This test is based on
the measurement of two contacting spheres (“hourglass arti-
fact”, Figure 1). Due to the non-infinite resolution of the scan-
ner, the contact area cannot be completely resolved. The value
of h, the minimum separation that can be resolved, is an esti-
mate of the resolution. As a direct measurement of h would be
difficult, a better way of evaluating it would be by calculating
h = D−

√
D2 − d2, where D is the distance between the centers

of the spheres, and d is the diameter of the area in which the
two spheres are not completely resolved.

In this paper, extending the discussion started in a previous
work [30], we will describe our experience in the application of
the VDI/VDE 2617 part 13 standard to two CT scanners. Even
if this standard seems unambiguous, actually its application still
largely relies on the user’s experience. In fact, despite the sup-
port from expert operators of the CT scanner manufacturers, the
results were not as expected, but quite poor. We will try then to
explain why this difference was present and what solutions can
be considered.
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Fig. 1. Two-sphere artifact scheme for the evaluation of the structural resolu-
tion.
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[3,21,22]; most solutions are constituted by arrays of calibrated
spheres. The measured size is then compared to the calibrated
size of the artifact. When the length measurement error is ver-
ified for contact coordinate measuring systems, only a couple
of points shall be probed, and their reciprocal distance mea-
sured [28]. This way, the length measurement error includes
the probing error. When spheres are measured by means of a
CT scanner, usually the distance between the centers of a cou-
ple of spheres is considered instead. The averaging effect of the
fitting of the spheres eliminates, or at least mitigates, the impact
of the probing error on the length error, making the test result
not comparable to the same test result for the reference case of
contact measurement. Furthermore, if the center of the spheres
is considered, the impact of the segmentation of the CT scan on
the length measurement error is mitigated, due to the symmet-
rical geometry of the spheres. As such, the VDI/VDE 2617 part
13 suggests that the length measurement error is calculated as
|E| = |Lka − Lkr + PS| + PF, where Lka and Lkr are respectively
the measured and calibrated length of the material standard. It
is worth noting that this definition of E makes it dependent on
PF and PS, while in the typical tests defined in the ISO 10360
for coordinate measuring machines the results of the respective
test are kept independent. Again, these errors must be com-
pared with the maximum permissible error EMPE (considering
the uncertainty).

The structural resolution test involves the use of calibrated
spheres: the structural resolution equals the diameter of the
smallest sphere that can be measured. However, tiny spheres
are difficult to source and use when high resolution scanners
are considered. A procedure proposed by Carmignato et al.
[29] is considered in this paper instead. This test is based on
the measurement of two contacting spheres (“hourglass arti-
fact”, Figure 1). Due to the non-infinite resolution of the scan-
ner, the contact area cannot be completely resolved. The value
of h, the minimum separation that can be resolved, is an esti-
mate of the resolution. As a direct measurement of h would be
difficult, a better way of evaluating it would be by calculating
h = D−

√
D2 − d2, where D is the distance between the centers

of the spheres, and d is the diameter of the area in which the
two spheres are not completely resolved.

In this paper, extending the discussion started in a previous
work [30], we will describe our experience in the application of
the VDI/VDE 2617 part 13 standard to two CT scanners. Even
if this standard seems unambiguous, actually its application still
largely relies on the user’s experience. In fact, despite the sup-
port from expert operators of the CT scanner manufacturers, the
results were not as expected, but quite poor. We will try then to
explain why this difference was present and what solutions can
be considered.
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Fig. 8. Length measurement error test results for the ME 225 CNC scanner
after the PS correction.
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Fig. 9. Length measurement error test results for the NSI X25 scanner after the
PS correction.

2.3. Resolution test

Finally, let us consider the 3D resolution of a CT scanner.
The measurement of this parameter is more complicate than the
others and requires some study. The autors of this paper de-
veloped then an unambiguous procedure for the estimation of
the resolution. This procedure is an original contribution by the
authors of the present paper. In fact, a typical approach would
simply consider a manual measurement of some section of the
CT scan. With this approach, any problem of misalignment of
the scan or ambiguity in the manual measurement is avoided.

The steps to estimate the resolution are as follows:

1. scan the hourglass artifact;
2. extract an iso surface;
3. identify the points belonging to the two spheres;
4. fit the spheres and identify their centers;
5. calculate D as distance between the centers;
6. identify a plane perpendicular to the segment connecting

the centers and passing through its middle point;
7. intersect the plane and the iso surface;
8. fit the intersection with a circle, whose diameter is d;
9. calculate the resolution as h = D −

√
D2 − d2.

In the case of the ME 225 CNC scanner a Ø5 mm hourglass
artifact was used, while for the NSI X25 scanner, whose reso-
lution should be better, Ø1 mm spheres were adopted.

By applying the proposed procedure to the two scanners the
resolution was initially estimated equal to 31 µm for the ME
225 CNC and 21 µm for the NSI X25 (the uncertainty being

equal to 0.8 µm). If the first manufacturer considered its scanner
result reasonable, the second one was deemed not coherent with
the second manufacturer’s experience, since he supposed the
resolution was about one order of magnitude lower.

To solve this inconsistency, again the iso value adopted for
the extraction of the iso surface was found to be the main issue.
By selecting this value so that the diameter of one of the two
fitted spheres is as close as possible to the calibrated diameter of
the sphere, two new evaluations of the resolution were obtained,
43 µm for the ME 225 CNC and 2 µm for the NSI X25. Please
note this did not require any additional scan of the samples. The
latter is coherent with the manufacturer statement about the NSI
X25 performance. It is worth noting also that originally the ME
225 CNC resolution seemed better: actually, an incorrect choice
of the iso value can lead to a very thin non-resolved area, thus
obtaining a lower value for the resolution, or even generate two
separated spheres in the scan.

Finally, it is worth noting that the voxel size was equal to
37 µm and 2.1 µm for the ME 225 CNC and NSI X25 respec-
tively. It is apparent that the resolution value estimated by this
procedure is compatible with the voxel size.

3. Conclusions

Computed tomography is a very promising technology for
the geometric inspection of mechanical components. Its un-
paired ability of scanning the internal part of objects allows
measurements impossible for any other technique (maybe with
the exception of scanning ultrasound microscopy, which any-
way at present is far from being mature). The possibility of
scanning all the measuring volume simultaneously can signifi-
cantly reduce measurement time for complex components and
even assemblies. The lack of any contact allows the measure-
ment of tiny geometric features and flexible parts.

However, today traceability of CT scans is hard to guarantee,
and even just testing a CT scanner performance is not straight-
forward at all. In this paper we have shown that, even if the
scans are performed correctly, like in the case of resolution eval-
uation, analyzing correctly the available data is not easy. Even
expert operators have shown not to be able to choose the correct
parameters to obtain the estimates of the performance parame-
ters. This has lead in some cases to an underestimation and in
some cases to an overestimation of the performance parameters,
which can lead to state non-conforming a good CT scanner or
vice versa. We have also proposed some workarounds for the
problems encountered that can help reaching a better evalua-
tion of the performance parameters. However, these solutions
are very far from the typical working conditions of CT scan-
ners and can be applied only to the specific case of performance
verification. For CT to have a real success in geometric verifi-
cation of mechanical components, new procedures need to be
developed, and some “computer aided CT inspection” is prob-
ably necessary. Continuing this research, the authors intend to
focus on the problem of choosing the optimal threshold for the
segmentation of the measurement volume. We think this is a re-
ally important issue to solve if you aim at reaching micrometric
accuracy in the evaluation of dimensional characteristics.
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Fig. 3. Concept of the developed artifact.

Fig. 4. Two positions for the length measurement error artifact.

veloped, manufactured, and calibrated, constituted each one by
13 calibrated spheres (Figure 3). The need for two artifacts is to
look for in the different measuring volume of the two CT scan-
ners. As shown in Figure 3 this artifact carries four series of
four aligned spheres (sharing a single “origin” sphere). By tak-
ing different couples of spheres, each series of spheres in this
design provides the five calibrated material standard of length
required by VDI/VDE 2617 part 13 standard. Furthermore, the
artifact allows to carry out the three measurement repetitions
with just six CT scans in total. One needs to move the artifact
only once within the measuring volume, in order to have a po-
sition in which the artifact lies on a diameter, and the other one
on a chord of the measuring volume (Figure 4). Finally, this
artifact is easy to calibrate by means of a coordinate measuring
machine with a adequately low uncertainty. Figure 5 shows the
artifact manufactured for the test of the NSI X25 scanner.

Considering the estimates of PF and PS obtained with a sin-
gle sphere artifact, the results of the length measurement error
tests can be summarized in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

In particular, in the case of the ME 225 CNC scanner, the
test was run to estimate the performance of the machine, which
resulted compatible with EMPE =

(
L
10 + 200

)
µm and the test

uncertainty is, for all lengths, less than 2 µm according to the
ISO/TS 23165 standard. But one can point out that all the
length measurement errors are lower than zero and far from
the zero line. This indicates that probably the value of PS is

Fig. 5. Artifact for the length measurement error test of the NSI X25 scanner.
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Fig. 6. Length measurement error test results for the ME 225 CNC scanner.
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Fig. 7. Length measurement error test results for the NSI X25 scanner.

not correctly estimated. In fact, if one considers the values of
PF and PS estimates on the two-sphere artifact the results are
compatible with a statement EMPE =

(
L
10 + 80

)
µm (figure 8).

Similar considerations can be drawn for the NSI X25 scan-
ner. In this case, the uncertainty of the test was less than 1 µm.
In this case, the customer required a EMPE =

(
L
50 + 20

)
for the

machine. Figure 7 demonstrates that if PF and PS are estimated
on a single sphere the error in the evaluation of PS leads to a
non-conformance statement. If the estimate obtained from the
two-sphere artifact is considered instead, then the machine can
be declared conforming to the performance statement (Figure
9).
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PS correction.

2.3. Resolution test

Finally, let us consider the 3D resolution of a CT scanner.
The measurement of this parameter is more complicate than the
others and requires some study. The autors of this paper de-
veloped then an unambiguous procedure for the estimation of
the resolution. This procedure is an original contribution by the
authors of the present paper. In fact, a typical approach would
simply consider a manual measurement of some section of the
CT scan. With this approach, any problem of misalignment of
the scan or ambiguity in the manual measurement is avoided.

The steps to estimate the resolution are as follows:

1. scan the hourglass artifact;
2. extract an iso surface;
3. identify the points belonging to the two spheres;
4. fit the spheres and identify their centers;
5. calculate D as distance between the centers;
6. identify a plane perpendicular to the segment connecting

the centers and passing through its middle point;
7. intersect the plane and the iso surface;
8. fit the intersection with a circle, whose diameter is d;
9. calculate the resolution as h = D −

√
D2 − d2.

In the case of the ME 225 CNC scanner a Ø5 mm hourglass
artifact was used, while for the NSI X25 scanner, whose reso-
lution should be better, Ø1 mm spheres were adopted.

By applying the proposed procedure to the two scanners the
resolution was initially estimated equal to 31 µm for the ME
225 CNC and 21 µm for the NSI X25 (the uncertainty being

equal to 0.8 µm). If the first manufacturer considered its scanner
result reasonable, the second one was deemed not coherent with
the second manufacturer’s experience, since he supposed the
resolution was about one order of magnitude lower.

To solve this inconsistency, again the iso value adopted for
the extraction of the iso surface was found to be the main issue.
By selecting this value so that the diameter of one of the two
fitted spheres is as close as possible to the calibrated diameter of
the sphere, two new evaluations of the resolution were obtained,
43 µm for the ME 225 CNC and 2 µm for the NSI X25. Please
note this did not require any additional scan of the samples. The
latter is coherent with the manufacturer statement about the NSI
X25 performance. It is worth noting also that originally the ME
225 CNC resolution seemed better: actually, an incorrect choice
of the iso value can lead to a very thin non-resolved area, thus
obtaining a lower value for the resolution, or even generate two
separated spheres in the scan.

Finally, it is worth noting that the voxel size was equal to
37 µm and 2.1 µm for the ME 225 CNC and NSI X25 respec-
tively. It is apparent that the resolution value estimated by this
procedure is compatible with the voxel size.

3. Conclusions

Computed tomography is a very promising technology for
the geometric inspection of mechanical components. Its un-
paired ability of scanning the internal part of objects allows
measurements impossible for any other technique (maybe with
the exception of scanning ultrasound microscopy, which any-
way at present is far from being mature). The possibility of
scanning all the measuring volume simultaneously can signifi-
cantly reduce measurement time for complex components and
even assemblies. The lack of any contact allows the measure-
ment of tiny geometric features and flexible parts.

However, today traceability of CT scans is hard to guarantee,
and even just testing a CT scanner performance is not straight-
forward at all. In this paper we have shown that, even if the
scans are performed correctly, like in the case of resolution eval-
uation, analyzing correctly the available data is not easy. Even
expert operators have shown not to be able to choose the correct
parameters to obtain the estimates of the performance parame-
ters. This has lead in some cases to an underestimation and in
some cases to an overestimation of the performance parameters,
which can lead to state non-conforming a good CT scanner or
vice versa. We have also proposed some workarounds for the
problems encountered that can help reaching a better evalua-
tion of the performance parameters. However, these solutions
are very far from the typical working conditions of CT scan-
ners and can be applied only to the specific case of performance
verification. For CT to have a real success in geometric verifi-
cation of mechanical components, new procedures need to be
developed, and some “computer aided CT inspection” is prob-
ably necessary. Continuing this research, the authors intend to
focus on the problem of choosing the optimal threshold for the
segmentation of the measurement volume. We think this is a re-
ally important issue to solve if you aim at reaching micrometric
accuracy in the evaluation of dimensional characteristics.
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veloped, manufactured, and calibrated, constituted each one by
13 calibrated spheres (Figure 3). The need for two artifacts is to
look for in the different measuring volume of the two CT scan-
ners. As shown in Figure 3 this artifact carries four series of
four aligned spheres (sharing a single “origin” sphere). By tak-
ing different couples of spheres, each series of spheres in this
design provides the five calibrated material standard of length
required by VDI/VDE 2617 part 13 standard. Furthermore, the
artifact allows to carry out the three measurement repetitions
with just six CT scans in total. One needs to move the artifact
only once within the measuring volume, in order to have a po-
sition in which the artifact lies on a diameter, and the other one
on a chord of the measuring volume (Figure 4). Finally, this
artifact is easy to calibrate by means of a coordinate measuring
machine with a adequately low uncertainty. Figure 5 shows the
artifact manufactured for the test of the NSI X25 scanner.

Considering the estimates of PF and PS obtained with a sin-
gle sphere artifact, the results of the length measurement error
tests can be summarized in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

In particular, in the case of the ME 225 CNC scanner, the
test was run to estimate the performance of the machine, which
resulted compatible with EMPE =

(
L
10 + 200

)
µm and the test

uncertainty is, for all lengths, less than 2 µm according to the
ISO/TS 23165 standard. But one can point out that all the
length measurement errors are lower than zero and far from
the zero line. This indicates that probably the value of PS is
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Fig. 6. Length measurement error test results for the ME 225 CNC scanner.
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Fig. 7. Length measurement error test results for the NSI X25 scanner.

not correctly estimated. In fact, if one considers the values of
PF and PS estimates on the two-sphere artifact the results are
compatible with a statement EMPE =

(
L
10 + 80

)
µm (figure 8).

Similar considerations can be drawn for the NSI X25 scan-
ner. In this case, the uncertainty of the test was less than 1 µm.
In this case, the customer required a EMPE =

(
L
50 + 20

)
for the

machine. Figure 7 demonstrates that if PF and PS are estimated
on a single sphere the error in the evaluation of PS leads to a
non-conformance statement. If the estimate obtained from the
two-sphere artifact is considered instead, then the machine can
be declared conforming to the performance statement (Figure
9).
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